Menagerie: The History of Exotic Animals in England Caroline Grigson oxford university Press (2016)
Hyenas roamed medieval Oxfordshire, reveals zoologist Caroline Grigson in this incisive chronicle of exotic visitations to England's shores. These and other animals in Henry I's park were a precursor to the Tower of London menagerie, which by the thirteenth century boasted a polar bear that swam in the Thames. The acquisition of wild beasts, initially the whim of status-hungry monarchs and a by-product of exploration, later became a public obsession and a focus for natural historians such as Hans Sloane -while the flood of monkeys and apes prompted early stirrings of evolutionary thought.
Why We Snap: Understanding the Rage Circuit in Your Brain

R. Douglas Fields dutton (2016)
The tug of a pickpocket lifting his wallet spurred neurobiologist Douglas Fields to pin the man to the pavement -then motivated him to decode the brain's "rage circuitry". Synthesizing his own and others' research and scores of case studies, Fields argues that many apparently inexplicable cases of violent rage are down to a clash between hard-wiring in the brain's hypothalamus, amygdala and limbic system, and nine rage triggers, from life-or-death situations to threats to social order. He shows, too, how factors such as chronic stress can lower that flashpoint. Cogent and timely.
Political Animals: How Our Stone-Age Brain Gets in the Way of Smart Politics
Rick Shenkman BasiC (2016) Politics often seems an arena for the irrational, in which drought can affect voting and candidates' egregious faults are ignored by die-hard fans. Journalist Rick Shenkman sees the cause as a poor fit between our Palaeolithic brains and today's knotted complexities. He liberally draws on psychology (from the likes of Daniel Kahneman) and political science to isolate four key failings among voters, including inept 'readings' of politicians. If democratic reform is to succeed, he argues, we must begin with self-reform.
the intricate details of complex structures and interactions of cells, nerves and veins, building his scientific understanding of visible organization and structure. As with the moulages, he reproduced form and colour; but with the drawings he also did more. There is a dynamical element in his mastery of line: the illustrations reveal a subtle movement, sublime gestures, the hidden contours under the skin. In these images, Fleischmann liberates himself as an artist.
He had been striving to become a fine artist, and to be seen as one, since the 1920s in Zurich. Here, he was able to absorb expressionist and cubist artworks, in particular those of Munich's Blue Rider group, which included Wassily Kandinsky and Franz Marc. But his path to acceptance was long and strewn with obstacles. 
